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Contrarian (n) from the Latin contrariantem meaning a person who 
takes an opposing view, especially one who rejects the majority 
opinion. Some would consider contrarians to be problematic, but 
when it comes to wealth management being a contrarian simply 
means investing differently from everyone else. This could prove to 
be the edge that is needed to outperform over time, and we believe 
that being out of lock-step with the Markets is the right approach to 
building wealth over time. Markets incorporate all known information 
into stock prices -meaning that there is no informational advantage. 
For example, let’s say you went to a grocery store and noticed a big 
lineup outside. Everyone in your neighbourhood is stockpiling 
sanitizers and toilet paper. So investing in the grocery store must be 
a good investment idea, right? The problem with this idea is that 
everybody else can see the same lineups outside their grocery 
stores. As a result, although it may seen compelling on the surface, 
this fact would already be reflected in the stock price. It is not 
enough to identify great businesses then, but to have proprietary insight into the information that informs a long term 
investment thesis. Returning to the grocery store example, you might have a view that Covid-19 will cause a 
permanent change in consumer preferences, such as people choosing to eat at home more often. This would be a 
differentiated view that could lead to an attractive investment opportunity. 

Notable contrarians in history include Galileo -who changed our understanding of 
the universe and our place in it, by determining that the Earth rotated around the 
Sun, not the other way around. Martin Luther put in motion the Protestant 
Revolution, Darwin who established biological evolution by natural section as 
outlined in, On the Origin of Species, and Einstein who proved that energy and 
mass are interchangeable, through his seminal calculations that comprise the 
General Theory of Relativity. The legacy of contrarians are often better measured 
over time, and so it is with investing. Have a read through EdgePoints’ 4th quarter 
commentary <here>, for another example of contrarian thinking. It references the 
greatest game of basketball anyone every played. March 2nd, 1962 Wilt 

Chamberlin of the Philadelphia Warriors scored 100 points in a single game. His whole 1961-1962 season was 
remarkable, as he averaged more than 50 points a game. Both records remain intact five decades later and may never 
be broken. So what happened that year? Chamberlin did something unusual -he decided to shoot his foul shots 
underhanded. Called the “granny shot”, its a better way to make foul shots. Your arms hang straight down, which is 
more natural, and your muscles don’t tense up. It has a larger margin of safety because the ball lands softer when it 
hits the rim, giving it a better chance of bouncing into the basket. That night Chamberlin scored 100 points he made 28 
of 32 free throws (another record). Without the free throws, there would be no 100 point game and no record. 
Chamberlin had every incentive to stick with his unconventional approach, but the social pressure of standing out from 
the crowd was too much to handle. The next season he went back to throwing overhand and it cost him the title of 
being the highest scorer in NBA history. 

Before partnering with wealth management companies, we do our due diligence. This includes being satisfied that fund 
managers won’t succumb to the pressures of conformity. That their conviction and approach to investing stays true to 
their principles -even if they look different than the Market for periods of time. We chose fund managers who trust 
themselves when all around them are doubters. So investing with confidence means being contrarian and it can make 
all the difference in investment outcomes over time.

Be safe, be well!
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